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Following an original idea of Bacr, since then several times applied to various small molecular collisional systems. it is 
shown that - whatever the choice of Curvilinear generalized coordinates to describe the molecular gometry and owxall 
rotation - the algebraic fmmework proposed by Baer remains valid provided only that the esnct tensorhl expression of the 
kinetic energy operator is used. 

A few years ago, Smith [l] introduced a proce- 
dure to transform the adiabatic electronic states into 
diabatic states, for the atom-atom case. Baer extend- 
ed this procedure to the atom-diatom collision [24] 
and applied it successfully in various cases [5,6]_ Ac- 
cording to this procedure, the transformation matrix 
(called below G) is obtained as a solution of a first- 
order vector differential equation: 

V*G+T(‘)G=O, (1) 

~=2or3andN= 1,2and3 [l-S]_ Finally,Baer 
proposed a general method enabling one to numeri- 
cally obtain a solution for any value of Y and N [9], 
i.e. to propagate the solution from one point to another 
one in RN. 

where V is the vectorial covariant gradient operator in 
terms ofN nuclear coordinates and T(l) is a vector 

matrix the elements of which are antisymmetric. The 
matrices G and T(l) have the number of electronic 
states into play as order (v). 

Eq. (1) has a unique solution when, and only when, 
each pair of the component matrices of T(l) fulfis a 
special condition [2] which, in its turn, determines a 
special algebra for G. The solution was discussed for 

In all the above cases (including ref. [3] in which 
the collision is elegantly treated in three dimensions 
by introducing various quasi-momentum operators 
for the angular momentum and its components, cf. 
eq. (3.6) in ref. [3]), the kinetic energy operators do 
not involve crossed quadratic terms. The purpose of 
the present note is to show that - whatever the set of 
atrviliwar generalized coordinates to describe the 
molecular geometry and overall rotation and, thus, 
resorting to the most general espression of the kinetic 
energy operator [ IO-15]-the algebraic framework 
introduced by Baer remains valid. 

It should be emphasized here that the adiabatic-to- 
diabatic transformation (starting, as usual, from finite 
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dimensional AOs basis set + SCF + finite dimensional 
CI calculations of the adiabatic states) is not in general 
exact and analytic in rile whole region of interest. 
This stems from the fact that. when a non-adiabatic 
coupling comrs into play, the elements of matris G 
may become either mttltivahted functions or. even. 
l1~11ly distributions. But this is unimportant_ What 
is physically important is that. in general. a finite 
number v of adiatbatic states are involved and hence 
changing rapidly with nuclear position in the vicinity 
wlr~c IIW non-adiabatic coupling acts noticeably. 
\\‘lra~ is &sired is a v X v orthogonal matrix G. which 
rrc~4s uot to he e_xact and analytic but needs to be a 
transformation matris to Y wavefunctions that are ap- 
proximately diabetic irr this vicinity_ The way in 
wbicb matrix G is constructed is tints of secondary 

intportsncr. The conditions derived below arc - as 

lkrer already pointed out in ref. [2] - necessary and 
sufficient to obtain a solution: not for the solution to 

bt unique aid analytic in the whole region of interest. 
Let ;L I-atom molecular system be described in the 

~lilean center-of-mass frame (~parallcl to the space 

I& frame) with the help of U - 6 internal coor- 
diwtes CJ = {r, i (i = I_____ 31 - 6)) and let 3 Euler 

;1n$s 0 = {+, 0, ~1 account for the angular position 

of the bodv-fixed frame relative to the center-of- 
in3ss frlirnc. After clirnination of tlie nuclear center- 

of-mass motion. the total hamiltonian reads 

11 = put •t- Ip” , (2) 

\vbere P” is the nuclear kinetic operator (cspressed 

in terms of all the 31 - 3 = AT curvilinear nuclear co- 

ordinates Q = 4 00) and We1 the electronic hamilto- 

ni~n at iised nuclei (espresscd in terms of cartesian 

electronic coordinates). Let us suppose the adiabatic 

electronic eigmstates 31 l&d nuclei @a (a = 1, 2,..., v) 
be lina\vr1: 

fF’Q,(q: clcctrons) = ITa(q)Oa(q: electrons) . 

The rolrrtl wavefunction reads ’ 

+(Q; electrons) = $ Q,(Q: electrons)L(Q) . 

(3 

(4) 

140 

and the total Schrodinger equation (H - E)9 = 0 may, 

as usually, be written as a set of close-coupled equa- 

tions: 

k, (Q&Q- 1 . e ectrons)T”“@,(Q: electrons)&(Q)> 

=0 (5) 

where the bracket notation indicates integration over 
the electron coordinates only. 

T”” is expressed as (Einstein summation conVention 
over repeated coordinate indices is used henceforth) 
[16]: 

Tuu = ;pi+g’i(Q)pj 

(i, j = 1. 2...31- 6.8.9, x; = 1, 2, ___. N) . (6) 

where: 

Pi = -~alaQi , p,~ = Pj + Ai 

(i = 1, 2,..., 3l-- 6,0,9,x;= I,2 ,.... IV), 

I~i = -~(a~xxajaQiapi)aQi/a_~a (7) 

is a multiplicative operator, and @y(Q) is the contrava- 
rianr expression of the metric tensor of the transfor- 
mation _I-” =+(Q), where I* (cr = 1, 2,__., 31) denote 

the 31 mass-wei&ted carresim coordinates of the nu- 
clei in the center-of-mass frame. In matrix notation, 

g-y(Q) can be expressed as a (3Z- 3) X (3Z- 3) sym- 
metrical matrix: 

gii(Q) = [ _ _ !%, _ ( _ _ %?!(f))_ _ m-1, 
[B(q) W(S)] T! WT(0) I-* - 1 (q)W(0) 

(8) 

1 

where the matrix 

A-l&)= _D&)i !(IJ>__ 
BT(;)‘;*- t(q) 1 

is given in eq. (23) of ref. [ 171, and W(e) is the 3 X 3 
matrix transforming the classical conjugate momenta 
p. _ pQ, px into J, _ JUT J,, the classical body-fixed 

components of the total angular momentum (cf. eq. 
(6), p_ 282, in ref. [lZD.Thus: 

P” = -$fizgii(Q)$/aQia@ - $fiiri(Q)alaQj, (9) 

where 

Y i(Q) = (Pi + Ai)g “(Q) _ 
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In eq. (S), the action of Tnu on the products b,(Q; 
electrons)&(Q) results - after integration over the 
elect&c coordinates - in the foIIowing set of close- 
coupled equations: 

By application of the rule on differentiation of prod- 
ucts, and after’some calculation, eq. (10) becomes: 

1,“” +E&) - El x&9 

+a$I iP"T"U(Q)--RZDP~(Q)~~3~(Q)=0. ($0) - 

where EF(q) is the usual adiabatic pottktial energy 
surface, 

@TnU(Q) = (Q&9; efectrons)I TnuQD[(Q; electrons)) , 

ouTi = <@&: electrons)1 V’@&(Q; electrons)), 

0: =g’i(Q)a/aQi is the ith contravariant component 
of the gradient vectorial operator, whereas Vi = a/&!’ 
is the usual (covariant) component of the gradient 
qperator. 

Matris G is chosen so that the coefficient of Vi’)a. in 

eq. (14) is identically zero: 

It should be emphasized here that eq. (10) is a gen- 
eralization of Baer’s eq. (7) in ref. [2], but with exactly 
the same structure_ The use of the gradient operator 
has just been rationalized with the help of some ten- 
serial algebra. It should also be kept in mind that in 
Trru and in the expressions flaT’(Q)Vi and vi =giia/ 

aQj, there are implicit summations over repeated 
indices. 

This particular choice is the same as the one of Baer 
[Z-6]. indeed. by introducing matrix elements of the 
type: 

“T;’ l(Q) = (@t&Q: 1 t e ec rons)IVj@&: electrons)>. 

identical with those defined in eq. (S) of ref. ]?I_ and 
by factorization of@(q),eq. (IS) results in: 

The total wavefunction can now be expanded over 
other sets of electronic basis functions, the so-called 
diabatic representations: which strictly is the same as eq, (16) in ref. f2]_ In 

matrix notation: 

25 February 1983 

(15) 

U(Q; electrons) = aTI &X42, electronsha, - (11) 

The transformation from the adiabatic basis set to the 
new one is done with an orthogonaI matrix G(q) inde- 
pendent of the Euler angles: 

Q&Q; electrons) 

Y 

= c G,,&)f&.fQ; electrons) _ 
a’=3 

For e(Q: electrons) not to be changed in the trans- 
formation, the same matrix G(q) relates the adiabatic 
and the new nuclear functions: 

V-G +- T(l)(Q)6 = 0 _ I I (17) 

Eq. (17) is also the same as eq. (1). Baer has algebrai- 
cally demonstrated that this matrix equation admits 
a solution (which is an orthogonal matr&) under a 
necessary and sufficient condition: 

a+““/aQi _ aT!“‘/aQi = [Tj+ -+f] 
3 I 

for every pair (Qf, Qj:i, j = I,2 ?__., ilr) (1s) 

(see eqs. (17) and (16) in ref. 121 and eq. (4.16) in ref. 
[Xl). There is thus no going back on it here. 

ifr tire true-sfare approximation, this condition be- 
comes: 

qw aTi 
---=o (i,j=l,3...N), 
3Q’ aQj (19) 
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since two Z X 2 antisymmetric matrices commute 
(see eq. (4.22) in ref. [3]). Now: 

#aT,!I)la@ _ aPnT/I)laQi 

=ca~~,la~~ia~~iaqj>-<a~~,la~jla~,la~~> (20) 

(cf. rq. (I -9) in ref. [2 I). The rhs of eq. (20) is clearly 
zero for CY = /3_ For a # /3. and if the two-state problem 
involves real electronic wavefunctions, each Dirac 
bmckct in cq_ (20) is equal to zero as a consequence 
of the completeness relation: 

ta0,la@ilao,ia@) 

Thcrcfore. iu case of.3 two-state problem, eq. (17) 
always admits an orthogonal solution matrix, G(q). 

From the fact that. in this case. 

T_/!‘)(q) = 
[ 

0 -gi(d 

-‘i(q) 0 1 (j=l . 2-N) . 

cos O(q) sin O(q) 
G(q) = _ -siu O(q) cosO(q) 1 
the two sides ofcq. (17) are. respectively, 

r-sin 0 Vjie COS 0 VjO 

ViG' i--cosO Vi0 -sin@ Vi0 I 

(j = I _ ‘...;I - 6) . 

311Ll 

T!I)G = 
--COS 0 gj 

I 
sin 0 gi 1 

(j= 1 . ‘...31- 6) . 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Clearly. the particular choice of diabatic states aso- 
cixted with the transformation matrix defined in eq. 
(17) - which is the one advocated by Baer [2--5,9] 

- implies that: 

gj(4)=Vje(4)=a8(4)/a4i 

(j = 1, 2...31- 6) . (26) 

This set of partial differential equations (26) is well 
adapted, in the two-state approximation, to numerical 
calculations to derive 6(q) and G(q). 

A last point is to understand why, in the general 
multistate case, this particular choice of diabatic re- 
presentation is especially interesting_ For this, it can 
be (quite tediously!) demonstrated that the quantity 

[T”“Gp,*] + &$I [‘“T”“(Q) - fi2flaTi(Q)Vi] Ga.1 

appearing in eq. (14) vanishes identically and hence 
eq. (14) becomes, after multiplication on the left by 

XBGp*p, 

(27) 

where 

It&@) = e$I G’&I)[Ep(q) -El G,,,(q) - 

Eqs. (27) and (28) constitute the diabatic version 
(i.e. in which all the coupling effects are of a potential 
nature since W(q) is no longer diagonal and its diagonal 
terms nlay cross each other) of eq. (10) within the 
adiabatic representation (i.e. in which the potential 
is diagonal and all the coupling effects are of a kinetic 
nature since fiaTnU(Q) and @T’(Q) are non-diagonal 

matrices). 
Apart from these remarks. the quanta1 eq. (27) is 

very interesting as it allows one to establish the valid- 
ity of a semiclassical model based on trajectories driven 
either by diabatic potential energy surfaces or adiabatic 
surface plus surface hoppings, under the onl~~ condirion 
&at the kinetic energy [TnUJ of the hamiltonian used 
is cowerr@ expressed according to rhe set of coordi- 
mates [either Cartesian or curui~incar~ used to describe 
the nuclear motion [ 18]_ 

All the other remarks made by Baer [2] concerning 
the diabatic representations remain valid within the gen- 
eralized context of the present article. 
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